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Where we are now
How that shapes the future

The Covid-19 Pandemic has rapidly changed the face of our society in terms of the world of work, our 
attitude to risk and how we view others 

There will be a return to travel. The immediate questions are the how, where and when

The how aspect is going to be important to corporate buyers, they will want to know that their 
people will be safe, that any risk of future disruption can be actively managed and that their 
investment will be protected

Covid has been a massive disruptor acting as a catalyst to accelerate changes that were already 
occurring in both our work and home lives. Attitudes have evolved, we have different expectations 
from the world of work, we have a different sense of worth, how and what we value as being 
important has changed

We need to add ‘what’ to the list of questions that require answering. What are our expectations for 
any Group Incentive Trip in terms of:

• Safety and security of our people and our investment
• The impact on our world
• How it meets the changed aspirations of attendees

Planning a trip in the future will require planners to consider and address these key points



Putting people first
Any solution has to be demonstrably safe. Not just when the trip 
takes place but also when an incentive is launched to be 
motivational

We need to demonstrate understanding of the bigger picture
Our solutions need to be fit for purpose across a range of reasonably 
expectable scenarios 

We need to show changed thinking in execution 
Solutions need to reflect a new reality, greater focus on the individual 
needs and wants. Programmes need to feel different. We need to be 
more aware of the impact of what we do on our world. We need to 
take into account different attitudes (if not approaches ) to risk and 
personal aspirations

Delivery has to be pin point accurate
Participants are accurately aware of organisational mis-steps in their 
daily lives and are super sensitive to their surroundings

What is the expectation?
How does that shape our thinking?



Group incentive travel was already changing.
Covid will accelerate some of those changes

Key features of a changed landscape.

▪ Programme spend will polarise – set piece whole group 
activity will become grander ‘money can’t buy’ 
experiences. Other elements will become more simpler 
(and cheaper) 

▪ Typical programmes will maximise ‘free time’ with 
options to participate punctuated with a limited number 
of anchor occasions

▪ Destination/hotel selection will focus on maximising 
individual choice, personal space, the opportunity to 
explore in self selecting groups

▪ Personal space will be respected more

▪ Key decisions will be later, greater focus on 
understanding contractual obligations

▪ Greater emphasis on risk management and planning, 
more assertive event planning and management

▪ Greater emphasis on understanding the 
impact of what we do on our world 

Group Travel 

In a changed world



▪ Delayed decision making: Choose destinations with 
plenty of hotel options – announce location first, push 
back decision on hotel and programme elements later 
unless hotel makes it contractually safe...

Easier for smaller groups

▪ Greater focus on contract detail – understanding 
financial commitment – pre internal ‘sale’

Contract terms will become a much     
more important decision criteria

▪ Greater focus on risk management – site inspections will 
look in much greater detail on risk mitigation as part of 
the decision-making process

Client asset protection teams more involved earlier 

Greater proportion of the budget devoted to risk 
mitigation and contingency planning

How will that manifest?
What can we expect?



• We only bring people together for a specific purpose –
welcome, reward and recognise, the act of bringing people 
together either generates the critical mass for a ‘money can’t 
buy’ shared experience or the purchasing power allows such an 
experience to occur

• Some kind of group experience remains a cornerstone any 
group incentive travel trip to allow senior management to 
recognise achievement

• Grand set piece events: Greater use of private venues, bigger 
investment in production/décor/entertainment

• Budget squeezed elsewhere – more free time, but with greater 
support – more guides, smaller groups of activity, greater 
preparation, self-guided tours, more use of resort facilities, 
more thought about high contact areas

• Budget squeeze likely to result in shorter trip durations

• More effort required to be creative in programme
design built on excellent understanding of participant base,  
greater flexibility in planning ‘free time’ post recruitment 

• Greater focus on personalised travel schedules

• Sustainability and green issues will become more important in 
solution planning 

How will that manifest?
What can we expect?



What next?

What is the roadmap?
• The virus and the response of the authorities itself will determine the 

pace of re-engagement in Group incentive travel

• Our analysis is that within the UK the political pressure to permit travel 
for summer holidays will be the vanguard for a more general relaxation 

• Travel when safe to do so and perceived as safe will remerge as an 
highly desirable motivational tool 

• Organisations that are ready to engage and are able to be first movers 
will achieve a competitive advantage

• Clients need to be organisationally ready to commit funds and people 
to activity

• Solution developers – agencies and DMC’s need to be ready to 
reimagine programmes to be appropriate to the new reality

• Service providers – hotels, transport companies, venues, restaurants 
etc need to be ready to meet the health & safety requirements of our 
new reality but much more importantly they need to get commercial 
act together and develop offers that encourage a graduated 
commitment to commissioning new projects

• For organisers & clients they need to understand that such providers 
will judge their response to the MICE market against revenue 
opportunities from FIT & Leisure markets which may yield greater 
margins for less effort
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